Abstract
Introduction
Currently, there are two basic ways for knowledge representation: 1) semantic representation and reasoning, the primary style of human cognition; 2) statistical measurements, retrieving knowledge from a large amount of documents. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [9] , ontology [8] , semantic web [2] and knowledge grid [13] are in the first category, while text mining [7] , knowledge management [5] and information retrieval [3] are from the angle of statistics.
However, neither approach is effective or complete enough to deal with the classification problem, like the two sides of a coin. Although both FCA and ontology provide comprehensive conceptualization and flexible structure of domain knowledge to express semantics, neither is machine understandable. Furthermore, they can not generalize massive information into knowledge. In contrast, statistical measurements, such as data mining techniques and Bayesian analysis, utilize mathematical tools to discover frequent patterns and compose rules, and generalize knowledge schema. Concept hierarchical clustering is subdivided into agglomerative method and divisive method which fuse or refine groups respectively. They can be implemented at the machine understandable level.
Nevertheless, they are deficient in knowledge reasoning and human cognition.
Therefore, it sounds reasonable to take advantage of both semantic representation and statistical measurements. Some papers make contributions to reasoning enhancement by combining FCA and statistical analysis [11, 12] . [6, 10] adopt statistical analysis to implement large ontologies merging. In [4] , concept hierarchies are agglomerated by clustering process.
The main contribution of our paper is a novel computing model for document clustering and classification. It adopts Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for document representation. Furthermore, it extends the FCA with Bayesian estimate. By such a probabilistic structure, the model depicts the semantic overlay for documents. According to FCA, concept hierarchies of documents are organized in graphic lattice. In our model, the association relationship is bijective and probability weighted. For new documents, the approach classifies them according to such probabilistic weighted graphic lattice. Furthermore, such classification can also be formulated by undirected bipartite graph with Bayesian estimate. The model proposes two methods to classify the concept identifiers of new documents.
Background
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an important tool for expressing the relationships between two sets of concepts [9] . Concept set is called formal concepts, including formal objects and formal attributes. Definition 1. Suppose the object set O and the attribute set A, formal concept
For formal concept C p and C q , C p ≤C q , if and only if O p ≤O q , or A q ⊆A p . Figure 1 depicts Galois connection and graphic lattice representation of vehicles. In (a), row is object and column is attribute. In (b), node is object or attribute, and line is conceptual relationship. 
System Architecture
The aim of the computing model is to construct a probabilistic structure of concepts and documents. Herein, we adopt ACM's Computer Classification System (CCS) as the standard concept identifiers [1] . Figure 2 shows the general architecture of the computing model. 
Document Modeling
Scientific papers have a certain logical structure. The main idea of a paper often resides in title, abstract and keywords. The computing model will extract these content segments to represent the knowledge embodied in documents. Furthermore, the content segments are converted into nominal or adjectival phrases, which are called semantic tags in this paper. The task of document modeling is to construct probabilistic structure between concept identifiers and semantic tags.
Definition 2. For document D and concept identifiers
, ϕ = D×C. ϕ defines the probabilistic relation between D and c i , because the concept identifier assignment is subjective. But most convincing assignments can be determined according to their probability distribution. ϕ is calculated as follows:
By Bayesian theorem, it is rewritten as follows:
The probabilistic structure of keywords and concepts forms the matrix Γ D : 3  3  2  2  1  1   3  31  33  2  32  1  31   2  3  23  2  22  1  21   1  3  13  2  12  1  11   (3) where each element in Γ D is the prior probabilities of c i divided by k tj . This structure supervises concept fusing and document classification.
Concept Fusing Approach
When a document is assigned with two major concept identifiers from the probability distribution, some inner semantic connection may exist between them. By concept fusing, the correlation extent between different concept identifiers can be calculated.
Each element in Γ D is the prior probability of c i divided by k tj , which is defined as P(k tj | c i ). 
where c i are independent from each other. In this way, we get the matrix of documents by concept identifiers. It can be transposed to the matrix of concept identifiers by documents, where each concept identifier is a linear expression of all the documents.
( )
The correlation level between c i and c j is defined as follows: 
Document Classification Approach
The probabilistic structure of document-concept model also supervises documents classification approach. The classification approach can be described as follows: Suppose unclassified document d t has keywords set d t (k t1 , k t2 , ..., k tn ), the approach constructs a limited concept identifier set C'. C'determines the concept hierarchy upon d t with most probability. This paper proposes two algorithms for document classification approach: (1) posterior probabilistic estimate (PPE); (2) maximum matching of weighted bipartite graph (MWbG). After using the two algorithms, the proposed model selectively asserts the proper concept identifier for unclassified document. Note that PPE algorithm assumes that keywords are independent. Actually, such assumption is not always true. For example, one paper has keyword knowledge as well as knowledge grid. Apparently, knowledge grid is sub-concept of knowledge. So, those two keywords cannot be treated independently. If we still use Equation 9 for document classification, the value of denominator will improve, while the effect that concept identifier divides document will be weaken. Our approach also proposes a graph method to find the optimization of concept identifiers to match the maximum of keywords set.
PPE algorithm
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MWbG Algorithm
Due to the drawbacks of PPE algorithm, the approach also constructs a non-statistical method to accomplish the same task. MWbG algorithm treats concept identifiers set C and keywords set K as a bipartite graph. The edges of this graph correspond to elements in D Γ .
Definition 3. Suppose unclassified paper uc d has
keywords set uc ( ) 
where i c′ is the number of concept identifiers in cr C′ .
Prototype and Simulation Analysis
In this section, we describe a prototype to explain our approach. Table 1 describes the relationship between papers and keywords as the training set. Table 2 shows the classification labels of the papers according to CCS. By matrix multiplication of Table 1 and 2, the relation △ k-c between keywords and concept identifiers can be calculated, where row is keyword, column is concept identifier and each element is the frequency that c i classifies k j . Table 3 . Table 3 . Linear function of paper Equation 6 forms semantic overlay of concepts. The correlation coefficients of concept identifiers upon training set are represented in Table 4 . 
Experimental Results
Our computing model is one of the basic components in knowledge management system. It facilitates research activities of computer scientists by tracking hot research topics in designated areas intelligently and classifying papers into appropriate concept identifiers automatically. We select 37 papers in the area of semantic grid as the training set. Table 6 lists the category of each paper according to CCS which is also used as the Paper ID.
Table 6. The categories of CCS
The computing model extracts the keywords of documents in training set, and builds probabilistic keyword-concept structure. Figure 3 illustrates the keyword set from training set. Table 7 is the result of concept fusing. If δ is 0.8, the model estimates that concept identifier C.2 and H.3, K.4 and H.5 have strong correlations. We can conclude that the research fields of semantic grid, computer communication networks, and information storage and retrieval are much related to each other. Figure 4 describes the classification result of a paper with the keywords semantic web, semantic link and retrieval using PPE algorithm. The concept identifier information storage and retrieval best asserts the research paper with those keywords. 
Figure. 3. Keywords list in training set

Conclusion
This paper proposes a sophisticated computing model to exploring semantic structure of documents for intelligent knowledge management. It improves the traditional document classification based on semantic representation, and builds classifiers to automatically assert documents into appropriate categories based on document analysis. Our main contributions are: 1) It provides a probabilistic structure associating categories with documents resource. The model is problem oriented. It forms semantic overlays according to different document resources. Concept represented in categories can fuse into an upper concept in dynamic way. 2) It facilitates document classification intelligently.
The classifier in the probabilistic model alleviates the subjective impact from occasionally assertion. The proposed model is a part of the document classification mechanism in the e-science Knowledge Grid environment [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
